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**Abstract**

**Background:** Neonatal resuscitation (NR) combines a set of life-saving interventions in order to stabilize compromised newborns at birth or when critically ill. Médecins Sans Frontières/Doctors Without Borders (MSF), as an international medical-humanitarian organization working particularly in low-resource settings (LRS), assisted over 250,000 births in obstetric and newborn care aid projects in 2016 and provides thousands of newborn resuscitations annually. The Helping Babies Breathe (HBB) program has been used as formal guidance for basic resuscitation since 2012. However, in some MSF projects with the capacity to provide more advanced NR interventions but a lack of adapted guidance, staff have felt prompted to create their own advanced algorithms, which runs counter to the organization’s aim for standardized protocols in all aspects of its care. **Objectives:** The aim is to close a significant gap in neonatal care provision in LRS by establishing consensus on a protocol that would guide MSF field teams in their practice of more advanced NR. **Methods:** An independent committee of international experts was formed and met regularly from June 2016 to agree on the content and design of a new NR algorithm. **Results:** Consensus was reached on a novel, mid-level NR algorithm in April 2017. The algorithm was accepted for use by MSF Operational Center Paris. **Conclusion:** This paper contributes to the literature on decision-making in the development of cognitive aids. The authors also highlight how critical gaps in healthcare delivery in LRS can be addressed, even when there is limited evidence to guide the process.
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Background

Neonatal resuscitation (NR) combines a set of life-saving interventions in order to stabilize compromised newborns at birth or when critically ill. As an emergency response, NR places considerable pressure on the providers’ knowledge and experience in a short space of time [1]. Therefore, NR is classified as a high-acuity, low-occurrence skill: one that requires ongoing practice and learning to maintain the skills acquired in its initial teaching [2, 3]. Current international guidelines and recommendations advise on effective interventions and the sequence in which they should ideally be provided [4, 5]. NR training can improve teamwork [6] and significantly reduce neonatal mortality [7]. Therefore, programs for teaching NR, based on the best available evidence as reviewed in the abovementioned guidance, are now being taught worldwide. Examples of such programs catering to high-resource settings (HRS) include Newborn Life Support by the European Resuscitation Council (ERC) and the Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) from the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) [8–10]. Helping Babies Breathe (HBB), also from the AAP, has been shown to be an effective and well-accepted NR program in low-resource settings (LRS) [3, 11, 12].

Médecins Sans Frontières/Doctors Without Borders (MSF), an international medical-humanitarian organization working particularly in LRS, assisted over 250,000 births in obstetric and newborn care aid projects in 2016 [11]. The HBB protocol has been well adopted as formal guidance for basic resuscitation in MSF projects since 2012. However, HBB is especially targeted at health facilities with virtually no capacity to provide advanced NR interventions [11], which is not the case for most MSF projects. In MSF hospitals, although there is usually no physician or pediatric specialist present in the delivery room specifically for the neonate, there is always a midwife with the ability to focus on the baby and call for additional help. In the newborn unit it is routine to have a mid-level healthcare provider or general physician, and often there is a pediatrician on at least a part-time basis. Teams in both of these clinical areas have routine access to basic resuscitation equipment, a pulse oximeter and oxygen, but not to more technical support such as high-flow nasal cannula, continuous positive airway pressure, or mechanical ventilation.

The availability of trained staff and of basic resuscitation equipment allows for NR interventions beyond the main focus of the HBB program (face mask ventilation in room air), but not as extensive as recommended for HRS [4]. Lacking alternative guidance for a mid-level setting, MSF field staff have often felt prompted to create their own advanced algorithms to address their teams’ higher capacity. Yet such practice runs counter to the organization’s aim for standardized, although at the same time context-adapted, protocols in all aspects of its care in order to achieve consistency in training and clinical practice in the field.

It was therefore decided to attempt to establish consensus on a protocol that would guide MSF field teams in their practice of more advanced NR, adapted for LRS. To achieve this, an independent committee of international experts was formed and met regularly from June 2016, deliberating throughout on how best to meet MSF’s needs. This report describes the iterative process that led to agreement on the content and design of the novel algorithm in April 2017, and successful acceptance for use in MSF Operational Center Paris (MSF-OCP) hospital projects. In describing this collaborative process and its positive outcome, the authors hope to shine a light on how critical gaps in healthcare delivery in resource-poor settings can be addressed, even when little formal medical literature is available to guide the process.

Forming the Working Group and Setting Its Goals

Although MSF’s medical projects are often located in LRS, the level of resources that can be allocated to programs means that there is the capacity to provide a more advanced level of care. Under the initiative of authors L.U. and M.Bl., an international group of experts agreed to collaborate pro bono to develop a refined resuscitation algorithm for newborns in the care of MSF. Members of the group brought a range of complementary experience, including MSF and other LRS experience, protocol development in LRS and HRS, critical appraisal of the current medical literature, research on different components of NR, and expertise in newborn intensive care units in their home countries.

The group first convened in June 2016 via a videoconference call. Subsequent meetings were also conducted online using online video conferencing (Skype, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg) and GoToMeeting (Santa Barbara, CA, USA), connecting the group’s members in Australia, Italy, the UK, Norway, and Sweden.

L.U. acted as the record-keeper and algorithm designer. Minutes were documented for every meeting, and action points assigned. Discussion was conducted by email or phone in between meetings.
The group coalesced behind 3 key objectives: to identify gaps in current low- and high-capacity NR algorithms, to recommend how to address them, and to adapt an algorithm as the solution, based on expert consensus. This “adapted moderate-capacity NR algorithm” would be novel in the level of intensity of the provided treatment, yet suitable for resuscitation in areas of limited resources – calibrated above HBB but below HRS algorithms derived from the recommendations of the International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) [4]. Specific goals were then plotted under these objectives, as shown in Table 1.

**The Deliberative Process**

Several meetings were held with extensive email discussion in between, before the first version of the algorithm was drafted. Debate largely focused on the benefits and challenges of the HBB protocol as experienced in MSF settings.

HBB was first developed in 2010 and marked a breakthrough in the development of programs for newborn care adapted to LRS [14]. In 2016, a second edition was released to bring it in line with the 2015 ILCOR Consensus on Science with Treatment Recommendations and the 2012 WHO Guidelines on Basic Newborn Resuscitation [4, 11, 15]. There were 3 main practical improvements in the revised HBB package – new limitations to suctioning, prioritization of the decision to ventilate prior to cord-cutting, and skills consolidation after implementation – but it remained, understandably, focused on the simplest and highest impact aspects of NR [9, 16] and not on advanced steps past effective ventilation.

Initial discussions also focused on the generic ILCOR algorithm for NR, a template for the design of context-specific resuscitation algorithms that is meant to be adapted to the patient population and resources [2, 4]. A recent modified DELPHI review of the ILCOR and 4 adapted HRS algorithms found the former slightly more effective than the adaptations by ILCOR members [2]. The group agreed that the template was simple and clear; it was therefore felt to be a good base for the group’s new algorithm. However, with its discussion of intubation, continuous positive airway pressure, and electrocardiography monitoring, the ILCOR algorithm is inherently oriented towards HRS [17].

The authors thus began the first draft, seeking, on the one hand, to be as much aligned with existing evidence-based algorithms and recommendations as possible. Conversely, in appreciation that much of the current evidence for delivery room resuscitation was derived from research in HRS, it was necessary to leave out points specific to HRS, and, in recognition of the role of human and contextual factors, to incorporate design elements and content to address the specific challenges in MSF projects [2]. The foundation was the ILCOR algorithm with the accepted airway, breathing, and circulation – ABC – approach [16]. Discussions then concentrated on several key elements felt to be important for a mid-level algorithm, such as the use of inflation breaths [16, 18], when to check the heart rate, when or if to suction for meconium, how or when to evaluate and treat hypoxemia, and the provision of chest compressions. These points were incorporated in the first draft, shown in Figure 1.

Every step was first designated as either an Action (black box), a Question (red stop sign), or a Final Action (blue box). All paths would reach a definitive end-point,
Fig. 1. Progression of the NR algorithm throughout the consensus process: draft 1 of a mid-level algorithm for NR in LRS.
**Fig. 2.** Progression of the NR algorithm throughout the consensus process: draft 2 of a mid-level algorithm for NR in LRS.
to avoid creative interpretation or getting lost if users were not accustomed to algorithm use. Language was kept simple where appropriate; for example, “breathing, not breathing/crying” replaced “apnea/gasping.” Where possible, pathways were cyclical, to include ongoing re-checks of breathing, heart rate, and chest rise. More specifically, a detailed cycle was incorporated in the flowchart to remind users to focus on effective ventilation before moving forward; this is a well-documented and serious problem in the provision of NR [3] which circumvents the efficacy of any subsequent actions. Ranges were avoided overall for clarity; for example, chest compressions were limited to 3 min, not 3–5 min, to be clear and to better match with the chronology of meconium doses. Lastly, in accord with HBB recommendations and the current medical literature, an outcome for stopping resuscitation and death was included and linked to a debrief of both the team and family [19].

This first draft was informally checked for effectiveness against the cognitive aids in medicine assessment tool (CMAT) [2] and Marshall’s 4-point [1] criteria by L.U. before presentation to the group. This initial draft elicited intense but very productive feedback focusing on the volume of content, the necessity for certain elements, and the best manner to present the key points. The second draft thus incorporated significant changes, notably streamlined pathways (Fig. 2), but much of the thinking and flow that was established at this stage remained relevant throughout subsequent versions.

After the second draft, most decisions regarding the content of the algorithm were couched within the concern to arrive at the ventilation step within the first minute of life [8]. Consequently, every successive point was considered in this decisional context. Iterations from the third draft onward were driven by avoiding or prudently placing tasks that took disproportionately long amounts of time in MSF field settings (evaluating tone; drying followed by stimulation, instead of at the same time; evaluating heart rate) to force users to arrive as quickly as possible at ventilation.

As the consensus further developed the principal content decisions centered on 6 factors: thermal losses; delayed cord clamping; suctioning of meconium; establishing effective ventilation; supplemental oxygen; and stopping resuscitation. The rationale for each is outlined in Table 2; the topics are organized by chronologic order in the algorithm, not by importance or degree of debate undertaken for each.

Over a 10-month period from July 2016, the group generated more than 10 drafts of the algorithm before reaching its final consensus. By April 2017, the single-page algorithm was ready to be reviewed by pediatric advisors and MSF field teams (Fig. 3).

### Incorporating Field Input

To fulfill the feasibility testing goal originally set by the committee, albeit in a preliminary fashion, informal usability testing was conducted amongst 3 MSF pediatric teams, 1 French-speaking in Ivory Coast and 2 English-speaking, in Pakistan and South Sudan. The 2-week period consisted of group discussions on the algorithm’s content and use during several resuscitations (3–6 per site) by a clinical team under the supervision of an MSF pediatrician. This preliminary feedback overturned some of the committee’s earlier decisions on logic and format, and called for more clarity. There were 4 main points, as outlined below.

Yes/no orientation: “no” needed to replace “yes” as the impetus to progress through the algorithm, to address the idea that moving forward in the algorithm is “negative” and equates with the baby not doing well.

Cycles of advanced resuscitation: the expert group agreed from the beginning on the need to include compressions/adrenaline. The focus was therefore how best to include this information, and the result was the box included in the draft submitted to the field projects (Fig. 3). Field teams, however, were still confused, which led to clarification of what should happen in each cycle, and reinstatement of words to further explain the steps more clearly.

Routine care and postresuscitation care text boxes: originally considered important to include, they were uniformly judged unnecessary by the field teams (because the information is included elsewhere, in MSF’s neonatal guidelines).

Birth box: in earlier iterations, “caveats” in each box accounted for when the algorithm was effectuated during a birth; field teams felt this to be confusing and made the logical suggestion to have a separate box, concurrent and parallel, to address all birth considerations at once.

### Results

MSF’s priority was to have a practical tool available for its neonatal projects, and eventually included in the MSF intersectional neonatal guidelines (expected publication in 2018). This was to be independent of training...
Table 2. Key content decisions for the novel algorithm and their rationale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>MSF relevance</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal losses</td>
<td>Radiant warmers are routinely provided in delivery rooms and newborn units in MSF hospitals Hypothermia is an important issue in MSF projects</td>
<td>A vertical bar saying “prevent heat loss” spans the whole algorithm</td>
<td>Preventing thermal losses in the neonate is an important transversal consideration [4, 16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed cord clamping</td>
<td>Reduction in anemia has significant implications for patients at high risk in LRS MSF teams do not always consider delayed cord clamping while resuscitating a neonate NR occurs anytime during the neonatal period in MSF projects, not just at birth</td>
<td>Initially included as “consider delayed cord clamping” in the first action box After receiving field feedback on the final draft, all birth-specific steps were incorporated to a parallel box at the beginning, limiting emphasis of its content to mention its necessity: (1) concurrently to other steps and (2) within the 1-min limit</td>
<td>Current evidence advises delayed cord clamping after birth, as it is linked to positive consequences in the short and long term [4, 20–25]; however, the frequent lack of expertise in MSF field teams necessitated balancing the advice (which relies on accurate assessment of the baby’s level of “depression” and need for resuscitation) with the need to provide effective ventilation within 1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suctioning of the oropharynx</td>
<td>Over-suctioning is a common issue in MSF settings, which results in a delayed start to ventilation Intubation equipment is not routine in MSF projects, eliminating tracheal suctioning of meconium as a concern</td>
<td>Instruction to NOT suction unless there is thick meconium AND no breathing or crying</td>
<td>The consensus committee discussed how to balance instructions on suctioning when necessary, versus not wasting too much time, versus recommendations to limit the suctioning of meconium [9, 16]; as per the 2nd edition of HBB, suctioning of meconium early in resuscitation is no longer indicated as evidence shows that it delays the start of ventilation; as a result, all suctioning was included in the algorithm but with the caveat to provide a “negative” instruction regarding when not to suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing effective ventilation</td>
<td>NR often progresses in accordance with an algorithm despite effective ventilation having never been assured Many MSF field teams are not experienced in NR technical skills and thus do not provide effective ventilation MSF teams are not always able to accurately assess heart rate, which therefore cannot be used to accurately guide ventilation</td>
<td>The “Effective Ventilation” step was made the most visually apparent Chest rise, not heart rate, as the indicator of whether ventilations are initially effective A loop based on chest rise instructs providers to “go no further” until ventilation includes chest rise Instructions on the most important corrective measures, including tactics not always addressed within other HRS programs (2-person ventilation, oral airway), were incorporated into the pertinent loop in order of importance Addition of a small caveat limiting this cycle to avoid a permanent, ineffective loop</td>
<td>Keeping in mind that ventilation is the most important step in NR [3, 4, 9, 16, 24], a feedback cycle was considered by MSF as one of the most important features for the new algorithm A balance was required between instructing teams to “go no further” until they knew ventilation was successful, and trapping teams in an endless loop of “not doing anything” should ventilation not be working It was also discussed how to tell teams that ventilation was successful (checking for rises in heart rate, the usual indicator, versus watching for chest rise, an acceptable indicator of proper ventilation) and to provide concrete steps for correcting ineffective ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental oxygen</td>
<td>Regular access to pulse oximetry and supplemental oxygen Teams often focus on measuring or starting oxygen at the expense of other higher-impact resuscitative efforts Teams care for both pre- and full-term neonates</td>
<td>Oxygen only mentioned after effective ventilation has been addressed Oxygen use linked to pulse oximetry, and via text box, to normal saturations per minute of life</td>
<td>In HRS, although room air is increasingly preferred to supplemental oxygen during NR [9, 16, 22, 26], pulse oximetry and supplemental oxygen are established interventions, particularly for premature neonates, and routinely included in resuscitation algorithms when proper monitoring of saturations is assured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop resuscitation</td>
<td>High activity in MSF projects means large numbers of babies require resuscitation each year An expected proportion of neonates do not respond to resuscitation Advanced interventions rarely provided to critically ill neonates HBB recommendations for the duration of resuscitation already implemented and widely accepted in MSF fields</td>
<td>HBB recommendations included twice for emphasis, once in the algorithm and again in a clarifying text box on the side</td>
<td>Since roll-out, HBB has included specifications regarding when to stop resuscitation There is also much evidence to suggest that even in HRS, resuscitations past 10 min if there is no HR, and 20 min if there is no recovery of spontaneous circulation, do not contribute to better outcomes [4, 27–31] and that clinicians should recognize the inevitability of death [19, 32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NR, neonatal resuscitation; HBB, Helping Babies Breathe; LRS, low-resource settings; HRS, high-resource settings; MSF, Médecins Sans Frontières.
Fig. 3. Progression of the NR algorithm throughout the consensus process: draft 7 of a mid-level algorithm for NR in LRS.
supplements or programs or formal field testing, which will be structured around the finalized algorithm. This has been achieved, and the result is a functional, mid-capacity protocol for advanced NR in LRS that can be used both at birth and for sick infants in newborn units. This is the most unique feature of the new algorithm (Fig. 4).

As noted to be problematic with other algorithms [2], the new algorithm represents a normal flow of expected events during resuscitations and does not necessarily reflect all contingencies, which can be variable in MSF field settings. Furthermore, it is branched, not linear, which is also thought to be a limitation [1]; however, branching is accepted as appropriate in the case of unstable newborns not assumed to follow a certain clinical course during resuscitation [2].

As opposed to others, the new algorithm includes visual instructions for cyclic evaluation of the efficacy of ventilation, chest compressions, dosing of adrenaline, “negative” words in the algorithm to relay instructions (i.e., to not suction baby unless certain conditions are met), and end-points, which are all crucial to care provision in LRS where advanced supportive care is not possible. These are all noted to be positive elements in an algorithm [2].

The algorithm also supports team co-ordination (calling for help, discussions of 2-person ventilation, team briefing and debriefing), which is considered valuable to enhance the effectiveness of any cognitive aid [1, 6, 7]. At a more fundamental design level, the flowchart has no illustrations to show how to complete the tasks; this helped expedite consensus on the practical content, and readiness for implementation in the field. Nonetheless, given the highly positive acceptance of HBB with its illustrations [9, 3], this is something to address in the future.

Colors have been used but within a limited palette as the algorithm will, in many cases, be printed in black and white on A4 paper. Question boxes (strictly speaking, diamonds), however, have remained red, which will allow differentiation even in grayscale.

Based on the expert consensus process, MSF-OCP accepted to use and formally field test the algorithm in its field projects, and the algorithm will be included in MSF’s inaugural intersectional neonatal guidelines. As a first step, the algorithm has been reproduced and disseminated as wall charts for MSF projects, in pdf format online within MSF’s online portal, and in the aforementioned 2018 neonatal guidelines.

As the algorithm is rolled out in MSF projects, authors will continue to gather both formal and informal feedback regarding the tool’s usability and acceptance in the field; we anticipate ongoing monitoring and evaluation to ensure quality assurance recommendations [22]. Improvements and updates to the algorithm are likewise anticipated through internal and external input, including from ministries of health and research boards in MSF project countries. Formal assessment utilizing a CMAT tool or a modified DELPHI review with methodology similar to previous studies [3] will also be valuable to evaluate the algorithm’s use overall and its ongoing validity in MSF field settings as feedback is incorporated.

Since mid-2017, a specific neonatal emergency hospital training program has provided details about how to follow the algorithm and implement it in MSF settings; training is a crucial component of any clinical visual aid and necessary to capitalize on potential reductions in mortality [33]. After the tool’s initial rollout, further training materials will be created as needed per field feedback. It is also recognized that adaptation to a tablet or smartphone application has the potential to improve the cognitive effect when compared to a traditional visual algorithm [34], and this will be considered as MSF investigates these possibilities in the field.

**Conclusion**

This paper showcases an important gap in neonatal care provision in low-resource contexts – the lack of an evidence-based, mid-level NR algorithm where there are sufficient resources and expertise, such as for MSF field workers who are able to provide advanced NR and limited postresuscitation care as a step beyond HBB. This gap, in settings where providing full advanced resuscitation interventions according to ILCOR and ERC recommendations is not feasible, has led to the lack of a standardized, higher level of care for newborns suffering respiratory failure within and outside of the delivery room.

We have described the collaborative expert consensus process undertaken by a group of neonatologists and MSF clinicians to find a solution and, in doing so, contribute to closing the literature gap on decision-making in the development of cognitive aids.

We seek to stimulate further discussion on the role of this algorithm and encourage its use. Lastly, we hope that by documenting the process we have managed to provide some guidance on how to address problems for which there is no or little evidence in the medical literature, or for a unique clinical situation like an MSF project.
Fig. 4. Progression of the NR algorithm throughout the consensus process: draft 12 and final version of the mid-level NR algorithm.
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